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Made for moms, with love.
She’s the original OG. Our moms were there for us from the beginning, and Mother’s Day is our chance
to officially celebrate their unique kind of love. Flowers, brunch, a thoughtful card… these traditions
enable us to pamper the woman that means so much to us. To help you ramp up the celebration,
we’ve gathered a limited-time collection of some very mom-approved rewards.

10.2-inch iPad Wi-Fi 128GB – Gold
Light, powerful and beautiful, the 10.2-inch iPad
combines tremendous capability with unmatched ease
of use and versatility. With the powerful A12 Bionic chip,
support for Apple Pencil and the Smart Keyboard, plus
the amazing new things mom can do with iPadOS 14,
there’s even more to love about iPad.

Dyson Supersonic Hair Dryer in
Fuchsia/Gray
The revolutionary Dyson Supersonic hair dryer is
engineered to protect mom’s hair from extreme heat
while drying it faster than ever before. Its V9 digital motor
and unique air flow can help increase hair smoothness by
75%, increase shine by up to 132% and decrease frizz and
flyaways by up to 61%.

Fitbit Sense - Lunar White/Soft Gold
Stainless Steel
Fitbit Sense is the advanced smartwatch that guides
you toward better health. Screen your heart for AFib
right from your wrist, detect and manage stress, better
understand sleep quality and even track skin temperature
patterns. The Fitbit Sense features up to 6 days of battery
life and always-on activity tracking.

Coach New York for Women Eau de
Parfum - 3.4 fl oz
This floral and fruity eau de perfum from Coach
blossoms juicy notes of pear, alba rose and cedarwood
— a fragrance full of contrasts, inspired by the
spontaneous energy and downtown style of New York
City. Spirited and sparkling, yet sensual and feminine, it
opens with bright, sparkling notes before drying down
to a sensual suede musk.

Dooney & Bourke Pebble Grain
Zip Zip Satchel
This stylish Dooney & Bourke Pebble satchel of rich, supple
leather has two inside pockets, a zip pocket, a cell phone
pocket and an inside key hook. It features a modern dome
shape, accented with gilded hardware and crisp contrast
trim, and an optional 15.5-inch shoulder strap.

Ladies Pave Set 3D Heart
Toggle Bracelet
A true gift of love, this puffed heart charm bracelet
is set with round created diamonds. The bracelet
measures 8 inches in length and the delicate heart
charm measures 0.7 inch L x 0.65 inch W and is secured
with a toggle clasp. Add a little sparkle to Mother’s Day
with this beautiful bracelet gift.

Power2Motivate is a global leader in reward and recognition management and has been a full incentive
specialist for over 25 years. We assist clients with concept development, program design, promotions
implementations and more! Looking to find out more about our reward offerings, reach out to the team today!
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